Introducing
Tosca’s New
Seafood RPC

There’s now a sustainable and costeffective option for shipping seafood. By
making the switch to Reusable Plastic
Containers, you’ll drive significant cost
savings and rid your supply chain of
single-use EPS foam forever.

Game Changers
Eliminate EPS foam from your
supply chain with the more
sustainable packaging solution for
seafood.

RPCs preserve cold temperatures to
maintain seafood’s quality
throughout the supply chain.

Foam can be up to 3x more expensive
than RPCs. Making the switch can
save big on packaging costs.

®

Superior Design
Engineered for durability, RPCs withstand
weight and water, easily handling the
rigors of the supply chain.

Fluid retention channels in the RPC
capture liquid, reducing the risk of crosscontamination from allergens.

Unlike foam, RPCs are collapsible,
saving valuable space in the
warehouse.

Learn more at
ToscaRPC.com

The superior alternative for
shipping seafood.
Tosca’s Reusable Plastic Containers (RPCs) are a game-changer for your seafood supply
chain. When you switch to Tosca RPCs, you reduce the amount of foam going to our
landfills and oceans all while reducing packaging costs for your business.

RPC 6419
Product dimensions
Height external

7.90

in

Height internal

7.30

in

Length external

24.00

in

Length internal

22.80

in

Width external

16.00

in

Width internal

14.80

in

Folded stack height

1.50

in

Weight

4.00

lbs

Palletize 5 per layer on a standard GMA pallet
(48x40)
Pallet unit quantity – 165

Stack Height
7.9 in
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Tosca’s 6419 RPCs are perfect for transporting whole fish, fin fish fillets, bulk items and
more throughout the entire supply chain. Get ready to save money while preserving the
environment. Cost-effective sustainability has never been so easy.

®
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